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About Jukebox Quilts

  

Independent Authorized Gammill Quilting Machine Dealer

Here’s a bit of information about us and our company:

Jim Abbott and Kelly Gallagher-Abbott have owned Jukebox Quilts for over 20 years.  We’re a full service quilt 
shop, and sell books, fabrics, fabric inks, quilt related items, instructional videos and classes and lectures.  We 
also sell Juki’s line of domestic quilting, sewing, and serging machines, and Bravo’s 16 needle embroidery 
machine.

As of November 2010, we became dealers for Gammill Quilting Systems. We have a five state territory that 
includes Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota.

In addition to selling Gammill machines, we also service machines and offer parts and supplies for your long 
arm such as bobbins, needles, Hobbs batting, thread, electronic patterns and paper pantographs. Check out 
our online store for all of our great products, or visit our store in downtown Fort Collins, CO.

We also provide moving and storage services, machine rental, and instruction/classes on the use of any mid 
or longarm machine or on any quilt technique. Our customized classes include instruction for hand guided and 
Statler computer guided machines. Please check our Classes/Lecture page on our website, or give us a call to 
find out when our next class is scheduled or to schedule a private one for you or a group.

About Kelly:
Kelly, also an RN, has been a professional quilter and designer for over 25 years.  She bought her first longarm 
in 2000, and purchased a Gammill with the Statler Stitcher in 2006. She is a past president of the Southern 
California Council of Quilt Guilds and is currently president of the Rocky Mountain Quilt Foundation. She also 
lectures and teaches at conferences, guilds, and shops. For more information, check out our class informa-
tion page on the website for the latest class offerings. She was the curator for the Hoffman Challenge for eight 
years, and then was curator of the Navy Quilt Challenge called Thread Tails and Vapor Trails, a quilt challenge 
and traveling exhibit celebrating 100 years of Naval Aviation.  Currently, she is co-curating a quilt exhibit with 
Patt Blair celebrating Route 66.

About Jim:
Jim, Kelly’s husband of 25 years, has a background in finance and financial software, and has been an active 
part of Jukebox Quilts since the start.  In addition to machine set up, support, maintenance and software in-
struction, he provides advice and support for setting up business plans, financial software and business devel-
opment for our customers who wish to build a successful longarm quilt business.
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You’ll find our entire staff to be enthusiastic and passionate about quilting, as well as knowledgeable about all 
aspects of the machines, software, and techniques.

Our commitment to our customers includes unlimited training and support.  We know that purchasing a long-
arm is a big decision, and are happy to help you fully research your options, thoroughly test a machine, de-
velop a complete business plan, set up your business, market your services, and guide you through learning 
additional skills for as long as you own your Gammill.  Our focus is not the sale, but rather developing a long-
term relationship with you to ensure that you have only the best experience owning one of these wonderful 
machines, and that you achieve your quilting dreams!

Why Should You Purchase From Jukebox Quilts?
What this means to you:

Training We want all Gammill owners to thrilled with their machines. If you 
purchase a machine from us, you receive unlimited training, whether 
it’s right after your purchase or months or years down the road.   Want 
family or a guest to accompany you to training?  They are welcome!

Support We offer an unparalleled level of support.  The best way to prove this 
to you is for you to chat with our existing customers.  If you’d like us to 
provide you with references, we’re very happy to give you the names 
and phone numbers of customers who have the same machine you’re 
considering.

Maintenance Down time is stressful for busy machine quilters.  If something breaks 
or is just not right with your machine, (which happens very rarely, but 
every now and then someone tries to stitch through their scissors J), 
chances are we can assist you over the phone. You get our cell phone 
numbers so you can always reach us.  We’ve received extensive train-
ing and have the skills, experience and expertise to make sure you are 
up and running again as fast as possible.

Hands On Demonstration We know purchasing a long arm is a big decision and not one to be 
made without spending time on the machine.  We encourage anyone 
interested in longarm quilting to come to our shop with a quilt and  ‘test 
drive’ a machine. 

Business Planning and 
Financing

If you are planning on starting a quilting business we can offer sample 
business plans and advice on building your business and financing 
your machine specific to your needs and vision. 

Delivery and Set Up Whenever possible, you’ll train on your machine here in our shop for a 
day or two (or as long as you like).  When you’re ready, we deliver and 
set up your machine in your home or studio, customizing the set up to 
your height, lighting needs, etc.  This is important – some manufactur-
ers actually drop ship the machine and you are on your own.

Quality Assurance We test and fine-tune every machine in our shop before delivery to 
ensure sews perfectly when it is delivered. 

Empowerment
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Additional Services For the robotic system (Statler) we provide you with a free easy to 
search database of your patterns. Gammill provides software updates 
FOR FREE for both the Statlers and Visions. For all machine owners, 
we can help you set up a website and get a logo designed, and provide 
many other things that will help you become the business owner or 
accomplished quilter you aspire to be!

Top Reasons Why Gammill Hand Guided 
Machines are the Best in the Industry

What this means to you:
Experience - Gammill is the pioneer of the long arm 
quilting industry and has been making machines for 
over 30 years

Gammill pours a lot into research and development 
and is always improving their software and machines.  
They listen to their users, and adapt and adjust both 
software and hardware so that they continue to be 
the best machine on the market.

Personal delivery, setup, and training through factory 
trained dealer

We use the machines.  We love the machines.  We 
know the machines, and will customize your train-
ing to your learning style so that you can achieve 
the goals you set for yourself, whether they include 
becoming an accomplished machine quilter for your 
own quilts, or having a successful quilting business.

Advanced stitch regulation technology It’s all about the perfect stitch in both competition and 
business.  Gammills are built to achieve this.

Reliability Gammills are built for industrial, heavy duty, profes-
sional use.  Many of our customers continue to quilt 
on 20-30 year old machines.  Frequently, they’ll retro-
fit them to stitch regulated or computerized systems.  
They’re built to last and perform.

Large capacity throat space, from 18” – 36” for 
greater quilting area 

Focus on beautiful design, not trying to keep layers 
straight or pushing around a heavy quilt in a domes-
tic machine.  Our frames are also super solid, so the 
quilt tension is perfectly maintained and vibration is 
almost non-existent.

Be your own boss.  Own your own thriving business.  
Have pride in your skills and the services you can provide. 

Our Gammill owners have the highest quality machine 
and the support to make this happen!
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Die-cast aluminum sewing head-not welded Notice the curved back  of the throat space of a Gam-
mill.  As your quilt is completed and is rolled on the 
take up bar, the bar is elevated so it fits in this curve.  
If this area was straight, you’d begin to lose throat 
space, and that pantograph you started with could 
become too wide to complete at the bottom of the 
machine.

Heavy-duty steel shaft bearings and bushings These machines are built to last for years.  We pro-
vide service on some of Gammills first machines ever 
built.  They are in continual use, and still make their 
owners happy.  We swap out a few inexpensive wear-
able parts, clean and oil, and they’re good for another 
several years of hard use!

Double capacity bobbin Changing bobbins takes time and interrupts the 
creative process.  You’ll love Gammill’s M size large 
capacity bobbin.  Note:  another manufacturer will tell 
you that they negatively affect stitch quality, which 
is simply not true.  The tension of the spring on the 
bobbin case controls the bottom thread.  This spring 
doesn’t care if there is more or less thread behind it 
on the bobbin.  Balance this with the two tension as-
semblies for the top thread, and you’ll get the perfect 
stitch all the time.

All steel powder coated stand for strength and dura-
bility

Customers bring wrinkled backs.  We load them and 
spritz them with a special mix of water and a surfac-
tant, and by the time the back is loaded, it’s perfectly 
flat and smooth.  You can’t do this with a painted 
frame, or you can end up with rust spots on the 
fabric, so you get to spend hours ironing their backs.  
The rails also stay perfectly parallel despite tension 
on the fabric, preventing the quilt from sagging on the 
ends and being too tight in the middle as a result of 
weak rails.  

Smooth flowing carriage design allows the machine 
to ‘Breeze’ effortlessly across the quilt. 

Quilt any direction and get smooth curves or con-
trolled straight lines.  There is also less wear and tear 
on your body from muscling a machine around.

Multi-bearing wheel system evenly distributes the ma-
chine’s weight along the track surface.   Large wheel 
axle mounts firmly position the machine over the car-
riage, eliminating any unwanted carriage or machine 
movement

Even though these machines are heavy to prevent 
vibration and noise, you can move them around with 
two fingertips, thanks to the highly engineered wheel 
and track system.  Whether you are doing microstip-
pling for competition, or large flowing pantographs, 
your quilting will be beautiful and controlled.
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Top Reasons why Gammill Statler Computerized 
Quilting Machines are the Industry Leader. 

What this means to you:
Experience – Over 25 years of building computer 
aided long arm quilting machines

There is a team of quilters and software design-
ers constantly working on improvements and en-
hancements.  Ask any Statler owner – they’ll tell 
you how wowed they are with this sophisticated 
system and the ease of use.

Free software updates How often do you shell out big bucks for new 
embroidery software or the latest operating sys-
tem on your personal computer?  Statler updates 
have been provided for free, and when they are 
released, you’ve never seen such a bunch of 
kids in a candy store as you see with the own-
ers that get wonderful new features and options!  
Statler also welcomes enhancement sugges-
tions, and you’ll find that even Santa doesn’t 
listen so closely or deliver what you so desired 
as consistently as Statler does!

Create pattern layouts and see them before you 
stitch. Digitize your quilt and accurately place 
patterns on screen in relationship to the actual 
quilt

Get approval from your customer for designs 
and density of stitching before you take the first 
stitch.

Trim feature for blocks and pantographs – quilt 
around that applique, not over it.  Stretch, move 
and rotate your pattern to fit nearly any bound-
ary.

Your screen reflects the quilt – precisely.  Use 
the powerful software functions to do beauti-
ful background quilting, or tweak each pattern 
to perfectly fit a block or border that is a little 
“wonky.”

Simple user interface with one page display. All of the information you need is right there in 
front of you at all times.

Automatically calculates rows and repeats Pick a pattern, provide a few clicks and one 
measurement, and the math is done for you.  If 
you don’t like the density, adjust the number of 
repeats and everything is recalculated and per-
fectly nestled.  Edge to edge quilting is your best 
money maker, and couldn’t be easier with this 
software.

Unleash your creativity!
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Custom design your own patterns Break apart a pattern and create new versions, 
or use the powerful drawing tools to create your 
own.  There are endless options here that take 
your thousands of free patterns and create un-
limited new versions.  Want to dig in even further 
in custom design?  We can show you how!

Thread breaks or bobbin runs out? No problem 
with auto restart

The machine stops and waits for you to replace 
the bobbin, then can get back to the precise area 
in the pattern to restart.

Utilizes servo motors to drive the sewing head 
for speed, accuracy and precision

The patterns will stitch out perfectly every time.  
If areas are overstitched, the stitching is exactly 
where you want it.  Competition precision is pos-
sible, even with the most complicated and exact-
ing patterns.

An important story: 
Sadly, Colorado has had major fires that have impacted many of 
our quilters.  In several instances, the quilters have packed up 

family, pets, important papers, photos, 
and their machine during evacuations. 

Although we recommend you get yourself, family and pets out 
and leave quickly, this tells you how important these machines 
are to their owners.  Automotive fans might never part want to 
part with their first favorite car, and some quilters develop the 

same strong attachments to their machine because 
it is so reliable and dependable.  

These machines work for you and can become 
an important part of your life!

As you can see, we can share an endless amount of information about why Gammills 
are such great machine.  The best thing you can do for yourself is to come visit us and 
try the machine out on a small quilt.  Call us to schedule.  We look forward to meeting 
you!

Jim and Kelly


